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1.) Be ready at the first cone.

2.) Walk to the second cone.

3.) Halt in line with the judge and perform a 270" (%) haunch turn to the right.

4.) Trot to the judge and set up for inspection.

5.) When the judge acknowledges you, pick up the near front hoof.

6.) Answer a question posed by the judge.

7.) When excused, perform a 90" left forehand turn.

8.) Trot to the start cone.

9.) Back 6 steps and wait to be excused.
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1.) Be ready at the first cone.

2.) Trot halfway to the second cone. Halt.

3.) Perform a 360" (1) haunch turn right

a.) Walk around the second cone and halfway to the judge

5.) Trot to the judge and set up for inspection

6.) When acknowledged, pick up the offside front hoof

7.) Answer a question posed by the judge

8.) When excused, back four steps

9.) Perform a 90" (%) left forehand turn

1O.)Trot until even with the first cone. Halt. Wait to be excused.
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1.) Be ready at the first cone facing towards the judge's end of the arena.

2.) Perform a 90" (%) left forehand turn.

3.) Perform a L8O" (%) right haunch turn.

4.) Walk around the second cone and to the judge.

5.) Halt and set up for inspection.

6.) When acknowledged, pick up the near front hoof.

7.) Answer a question posed by the judge.

8.) Back until even with the second cone.

9.) Perform a 90" left haunch turn.

L0.)Trot to the start cone. Halt and wait to be excused.


